– Summary –

KIDs requirement under PRIIPs Regulation incompatible
with wholesale energy trading
Brussels, 21 July 2016 | Europex believes that the requirements laid out in the PRIIPs
Regulation and its accompanying RTS are incompatible with wholesale energy markets. In
the present paper, we would like to explain why and focus on the following arguments:
1) KIDs add no value to professional wholesale energy trading
It is inadequate to apply protection rules for retail consumers to professional wholesale
energy market participants / professional energy traders. An application of the PRIIPs
Regulation’s requirements to exchange traded commodity / energy derivatives (ECTDs) would
lead to the following regulatory and legal inconsistencies:
a. An incomprehensibility of qualifying ECTDs as “packaged retail investment
products” (PRIPs) under Art. 4 (1) of the PRIIIPS Regulation;
b. A different purpose of ECTDs and PRIPs;
c. A high level of standardisation and the straight-forward nature of ECTDs as
opposed to PRIPs;
d. A materially different role of a PRIPs manufacturer and a neutral market
operator that has neither management nor economic interests in the
performance of any ECTD;
e. The inapplicability of most Key Information Document (KID) requirements to
ECTDs (e.g. defining performance scenarios, recommended holding periods,
etc.);
f. A potentially misleading character of the KIDs produced for ECTDs due to both
its mandatory content (e.g. point e) and the high number of KIDs. (If KIDs for
ECTDs were to be produced per single maturity or ISIN, in case of some
exchanges there would be hundreds of KIDs with virtually the same content);
g. A conflict between the PRIIPs Regulation and MiFID II / MiFIR with regard to
the role of a market operator.
The above-mentioned concerns were explained in more detail in the Europex position paper
of 9 March 2016: “KIDs requirement under PRIIPs Regulation incompatible with wholesale
energy trading”, which you find below.
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Importantly, KIDs for ECTDs do not serve the purpose of equipping retail investors with an
additional tool for making informed investment decisions. If they had to be issued, they would
be of little to no value for potential recipients.
2) Wholesale energy trading is limited to professional wholesale traders
According to Annex II of MiFID II, energy / commodity market participants should be
considered professional clients: they possess the experience, knowledge and expertise to
make their own investment decisions and properly assess the risks that they incur. They are
companies and most of them have an underlying physical business, which is their primary
activity. (They use commodity derivatives to hedge a variety of commercial and financial risks
in addition to their main physical business.) On wholesale energy markets the market
participants include, inter alia, producers of electricity or natural gas, transmission system
operators, storage system operators, LNG operators and large end users (e.g. aluminium
producers, car manufactures, chemical companies, etc.). There are also energy or gas trading
companies and investment banks active in these markets. The latter, by virtue of the MiFID II
definition of professional clients, are definitely out of the scope of the PRIIPs Regulation.
However, the other participants of the said markets, regardless of their size, also have a high
expertise level in trading energy / commodity derivatives. This includes an expert knowledge
of the underlying markets and their commodities. The involved market participants are trading
professionally to hedge their commercial or investment risks and they possess the necessary
knowledge and experience for doing so. In order to conduct wholesale energy trading, market
participants are required to employ professional traders, who need to have passed an exam
and must be licensed by either their national competent authority or the respective
exchange(s) they are trading on. Hence, there is a significantly higher level of protection for
wholesale energy / commodity market participants in comparison to the average individual
retail investor. An application of the PRIPPs Regulation to them seems inadequate and even
unjust. This position is also reflected in Recital 86 of MiFID II: “Measures to protect investors
should be adapted to the particularities of each category of investors (retail, professional and
counterparties)”.
3) SRIs are inadequate for potential recipients of KIDs for ECTDs
Wholesale energy / commodity market participants do not need the simplified risk assessment
of KIDs. They have their own risk management strategies, which are far more nuanced and
sophisticated than what is proposed by the Summary Risk Indicator (SRI) of the KID. SRIs
offer them no additional information or value. The requirement to produce KIDs for ETCDs,
however, would lead to undue organisational challenges and an increase in transaction costs,
which, in turn, could limit hedging possibilities for smaller market participants.
4) Wholesale energy markets are monitored and regulated markets for professionals
Wholesale energy markets are regulated and monitored by European and national authorities.
Every transaction has to be centrally reported to ACER under the Regulation on wholesale
energy market integrity and transparency (REMIT). All wholesale market participants have to
comply with strict rules protecting integrity and transparency of the said market. In this sense,
they are treated similarly to financial institutions operating in financial markets. It would be
incoherent to treat them as retail clients on the same wholesale energy market.
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5) MiFID II definition of professional client as a main reason why an exemption is
necessary
The MiFID II definition of professional clients constitutes one of the main reasons why an
exemption is necessary. The definition of professional clients in MiFID II, as laid out in Annex
II, ignores wholesale energy market participants. The Annex II definition is based on a
combination of a list of professional entities and size criteria . The list of entities in Point 1 is
limited to participants of traditional financial markets although MiFID II brings commodity /
energy markets into its scope and it would seem logical and coherent to extend this definition
to wholesale energy market participants as defined by REMIT with regard to their ac tivities
carried out on wholesale energy markets.
Regardless of this legislative inaccuracy, ECTDs should be exempted from the requirements
of the PRIIPs Regulation, taking into account Recital 12: “The key information document
should be drawn up by the PRIIP manufacturer before the product can be sold to retail
investors. However, where a product is not sold to retail investors, there should be no
obligation to draw up a key information document.”
In summary, ECTDs are traded on wholesale markets for risk management purposes by
professional traders who mostly work for companies with an underlying physical business.
Retail clients who do not share the characteristics of wholesale energy market participants
would not be admitted to trading on energy exchanges due to objective admission criteria.
Such criteria are inter alia the existence of balancing agreements with Transmission System
Operators (TSOs) as well as technical means to physically deliver the contracted commodities.
Due to the afore-mentioned omission, however, and the reference to MiFID II in the definition
of retail clients in Article 4 (6) of the PRIIPs Regulation, the issue needs to be clarified by the
European Commission or the European Supervisory Authorities, either through a Q&A or
another Level 3 format the European Commission and/or the ESAs deems appropriate.

About
Europex is a not-for-profit association of European energy exchanges with currently 27
members. It represents the interests of exchange-based wholesale electricity, gas and
environmental markets, focuses on developments of the European regulatory framework for
wholesale energy trading and provides a discussion platform at European level.
Contact
Europex – Association of European Energy Exchanges
Address: Rue Montoyer 31, 1000 Brussels, Belgium
Phone: +32 2 512 34 10
Website: www.europex.org
Email: secretariat@europex.org
Twitter: Europex_energy
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- Position Paper –

KIDs requirement under PRIIPs Regulation incompatible with
wholesale energy trading
Brussels, 7 March 2016 | Given the latest draft of the Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS)
on the layout of the Key Information Documents (KIDs) introduced by the Regulation on
Packaged Retail and Insurance-Based Investment Products (PRIIPs Regulation), it seems that
the scope may have been unintentionally changed and is now affecting also energy markets.
With this position paper, Europex would like to express its concerns regarding this new
development. While we support the Commission’s objective of improving the ability of retail
investors to compare products and understand their features, we would like to highlight that
the laid out requirements are incompatible with wholesale energy products. As they are highly
inadequate for energy market participants, we believe they risk hampering energy retail
markets and the European energy market as a whole.

In this paper, we will explain why the final RTS should clarify that not all derivatives, and
in particular not exchange traded commodity derivatives (ETCDs), qualify as “packaged
retail investment products” (PRIPs). We think such a clarification is necessary because
the draft RTS may be misconstrued, as if it brought into the scope of the PRIIPs
Regulation all derivatives, not only those that fit the definition of a PRIP, as outlined in
article 4 (1) of the PRIIPs Regulation.

To start with, one should be aware of the fact that energy derivatives, CO2 emission
allowances and other commodity derivatives are primarily used for hedging purposes by
companies with an underlying physical business, and not by retail consumers for investment
purposes. From this fact stem a number of crucial consequences:

Firstly, the purpose of the hedging strategy is to obtain exactly the opposite result of the
derivative as a stand-alone investment. While derivatives as stand-alone instruments may be
bought in order to gain from price fluctuations of the underlying instrument, energy/commodity
market participants use ECTDs to hedge against price changes of the underlying commodity.
Furthermore, there is a strong connection to their physical business: an energy future can be

used to hedge the risk of price decrease by an energy producer and to hedge the risk of price
increase by a big energy consumer. Ignoring the underlying purpose of derivatives brought
into the scope of the PRIIPs Regulation, will result in KIDs that contain misleading
information in case of these instruments.

Secondly, we believe that classifying energy/commodity market participants as retail investors
does not help either. Energy/commodity market participants have been trading professionally
to hedge their commercial or investment risks for years, through which they have gained the
necessary expertise. In some Member States, in order to conduct such a trading activity - even
though it is ancillary to their main business-, market participants are required to hire
professionals, which are licensed by either national competent authorities or respective
exchanges. Hence, treating such entities as retail investors that have limited experience with
financial instruments, regardless of whether they are natural persons or companies, seems
inadequate and even unjust. Energy/commodity market participants simply do not need
such a simplified risk assessment, as provided by the KIDs.

Thirdly and most importantly, we believe that ETCDs do not share distinctive qualities of
actual PRIPs as defined in article 4 (1) of the PRIIPs Regulation. Interpreting the RTS in a
way that allows for the overextension of the PRIIPs Regulation to ETCDs would go beyond the
letter or spirit of this legislation. The definition of a PRIP in article 4 (1) of the PRIIPs Regulation
uses a specific factor to distinguish it from other “investments”, i.e. the obligation for the issuer
to repay the certain amount of invested capital. Said amount depends on “fluctuations because
of exposure to reference values of one or more assets which are not directly purchased by the
retail investor”. The vast majority of commodity derivatives, including all ETCDs, however, are
not characterised by any repayment at maturity, which excludes them from the scope of the
PRIIPs Regulation, given that the legislation does not explicitly include ETCDs by any of its
provisions.

The definition, although wide, is clearly designed to bring non-insurance based packaged retail
investment products into the scope of rules regarding disclosure of information to retail
investors. ETCDs are standardised contracts, not packaged products. Article 4 (1) and
Recital 6 of the PRIIPs Regulation refer to products designed to provide investment
opportunities for retail investors, whereas ETCDs do not have any retail-specific or exclusive
features of distribution. ETCDs are not publicly offered through a primary market issuance.
They are designed to be traded on exchange, which implies an entirely different role and

interests compared to a product manufacturer. Operating a regulated market is a regulated
activity under Title III of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2004/39/EC (MiFID).

These rules require market operators to admit contracts to trading by approving standardised
terms relating to the trading and settlement of contracts between exchange members. A
market operator is not a counterparty to an ETCD or any other transaction between market
participants and has no management or economic interest in the performance of any
contract. A product manufacturer, on the other hand, designs product features to meet specific
investment objectives. It has a contractual relationship with the investor and an economic
interest in the performance of the contract.

Recital 12 of the PRIIPs Regulation provides an indicative list of entities that are PRIPs
manufacturers, entities “that are in the best position to know the product”. The list includes
“fund managers, insurance undertakings, credit institutions or investment firms”. A market
operator is a materially different type of entity from these insurance and investment firms.

We further note that the examples of investments provided in the legislation – “investment
funds, life insurance policies with an investment element, structured products and structured
deposits” – are all financial products designed to meet specific investment objectives. ETCDs
are merely “building blocks” used in the construction of the packaged products specified in the
PRIIPs legislation. ETCDs do not involve the wrapping together of assets to create
different exposures, different product features or cost structures. ETCDs are merely
financial instruments with no specific retail investor objective, purpose or performance
scenarios.

Fourthly, if ETCDs were to be included in the PRIIPs Regulation, most KID requirements
would be inapplicable to them. The design of the KIDs clearly indicates that the KID is
customised towards the entities that offer investments as a special purpose vehicle, issuer or
entity that securitises instruments. It cannot be appropriately completed by a neutral market
operator, offering instruments that do not share the same qualities as actual PRIPs. The
production of a KID per single ETCD would be operationally unworkable for any market
operator, because the KID format and content are inadequate for ETCDs. Those deficiencies
are numerous. Below we list the most significant ones:
1. An ETCD serves a range of purposes and strategies that cannot be described in the given
format of a KID.

2. ETCDs have no intended market/target group other than energy/commodity market
participants.
3. The ESAs have assigned exchange traded derivatives (ETDs, which is a broader product
group, including ETCDs) to the highest market risk category (MRM 7), based on a
qualitative assignment that ignores the credit risk. Considering that most ETDs are centrally
cleared by CCPs, which have the role of mitigating the counterparty risk to the maximum
extent, we believe such categorisation to be misleading. Furthermore, it is unfeasible to
calculate VaR for ETCDs (per individual series/product).
4. The performance scenarios required in the draft regulation are not compatible with the
practice of ETCD contracts. If provided, they would provide meaningless information,
because performance scenario differs per individual trade.
5. ETCDs allow buying and selling assets of which the prices are reliable and publicly
available.

Please bear in mind that the afore-mentioned examples do not constitute an exhaustive list of
all inadequacies of applying the PRIIPs Regulation’s requirements to ETCDs. Moreover,
similar arguments are valid for most energy/commodity derivatives, which are used for risk
management purposes by professionals, who have vast experience in dealing in the
energy/commodity markets. Equating their level of protection with that of average
individual investors, who are not as well equipped to make their trading decisions,
would be superfluous and unreasonable. It would also pose as serious as undue
organisational and financial challenges, which would increase transaction costs and limit
hedging options, potentially undermining the internal energy market.

In ANNEX I, we explain for each field separately the difficulties for commodity trading venues
to complete the KID as currently proposed by the ESAs.

Against this background, Europex calls for a clarification in the final RTS, to the effect that
derivatives which qualify as PRIPs are considered to be derivatives which involve the
wrapping together of assets to create different exposures, different product features or
cost structures and which include the obligation of the issuer to repay a certain amount
of the investment. Such an addition would make it clear that simple ETCDs, which are
necessary for hedging of commercial risks of energy market participants, are not in the scope
of the PRIIPs Regulation or the RTS to it. This would contribute to legal certainty for
energy/commodity markets participants.

ANNEX I Draft KID (as proposed) from an energy exchange and ETD perspective
KID FOR A SINGLE ENERGY FUTURE
1.

Purpose

Could be provided – e.g. securing a certain price of
energy at some point in the future (e.g. in a month).

2.

Product

Could be provided – e.g. a one month energy future.

3.

What is this product?

3.A

Type

Could be provided – e.g. an energy future.

3.B

Purpose

Cannot be provided in a more meaningful way than in
point 1. (securing a certain price of a commodity at
some point in the future).
An ETCD contract, such as a future, serves a range of
purposes and strategies, all of which cannot be described in
the given format of a KID. Furthermore, a commodity
exchange is not aware of purposes and strategy of any
investor buying or selling such an instrument – e.g. the same
future can be used to hedge the risk of price decrease by an
energy producer and to hedge the risk of price increase by
a big energy consumer.

3.C

Intended market

Cannot be provided in a more meaningful way than:
energy market participants (producers of electricity or
natural gas, shippers of natural gas, wholesale
customers, transmission system operators, storage
system operators, LNG system operators, investment
firms, energy trading companies, big end users, others).
According to MiFID Article 16 and 24 (2) it appears the target
group is meant here. For ETCD contracts no intended
market/target group is specifically declared. Clearly, an
energy exchange does not sell instruments, as much as
it also does not buy instruments. No position is assumed as
a market operator. MiFID II is very clear that regulated
markets cannot engage in any sort of proprietary trading.
Moreover, the admission process describes who can be
admitted as an exchange participant – consumers
(understood as natural persons) have no contractual
agreement with an energy exchange and cannot be market
participants. The products are not designed specifically for
a target audience other than energy markets participants.

4.

What are the risks and what could I get in return?

4.A

Risk indicator

Cannot be provided.
The risk indicator as suggested by ESMA focuses on the
individual product, purpose and further parameters resulting
from the investment advice, such as the ‘recommended
holding period’. ESMA suggests that derivatives that qualify
as PRIPs are categorised under the highest risk category.

We cannot comment on the entirety of the risk indicator for
such derivatives that could qualify as PRIPs and are sold by
the defined entities.
What we do know as energy exchange, though, is that we
do not have a full picture and therefore cannot provide an
appropriate risk indicator, since investors use ETCDs for
different purposes, mainly for hedging variety of commercial
and investment risks, not to assume more risk in hope of a
return.
4.B

Performance
scenarios

Cannot be provided.
The performance scenarios required in the draft regulation
are not compatible with the practice of ETCD contracts, if
provided, will provide meaningless information. A
performance scenario differs per individual trade.
In case of a single energy future, the price of underlying will
either increase or decrease, but the price in the future is set
at a level that is acceptable to a market participant who
traded this contract. If it was not, they would not trade this
future, but other contracts that satisfy their business needs.
The purpose of future is basically to hedge the risk of price
fluctuations, securing the price that is acceptable e.g. in a
month. Hence, a future is actually a risk management tool
protecting investors from undesirable developments in the
market for the underlying. Consequently, performance
scenarios do not and cannot apply to an energy future.
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What happens if XYZ
Asset Management
is unable to pay out

Cannot be provided.
Exchanges do not pay out: exchanges are not issuing
such products and furthermore are not selling energy
futures (or any other ETCDs) to investors. There is no
contractual agreement between retail investors and
exchanges.
Clearing houses guarantee the payout in ETCD
transactions, in case of a default by the other contracting
party.
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What are the costs

6.1

Costs over time

Cannot be provided except for the exchange fees. Fees
collected by the intermediaries (exchange members)
cannot be provided by the exchange due to fact they are
different and could be negotiated by the client with the
intermediary.
The costs over time cannot be predicted by exchanges.
Fees are made transparent to the market participants, but
any additional costs incurred by the investment firms
marketing instruments or combination of instruments
cannot be foreseen and therefore, described by an
exchange.

6.2

Composition of
costs

Cannot be provided.

Market operators make their fees transparent, but are
unable to comply with these requirements as they have
no knowledge of or influence over costs in the chain of
trading a listed derivative.
7.

How long should I
hold it and can I take
money out early?

Cannot be provided.
ETCD contracts are available for trading on every open
trading day, so positions can be closed against the market
price. The investment or hedging objective of a single
investor is unknown and therefore, the question cannot be
adequately responded.

8.

How can I complain?

Cannot be provided.
Exchanges publish all rules and regulations, including those
pertaining to complaints relevant to their activities or
services, but they cannot be held responsible in any way
for unsatisfactory investment advice, because they do
not provide investment advice.

9.

Other relevant
information

Could be provided.
Market operators publish all rules and regulations,
admission procedures, market models, derivatives contracts
specifications, exchange fees, etc. on their website.
Cannot be provided.
Any information relating to an investment advice. A
market operator is neutral by nature and as mandated by the
relevant EU legislation (e.g. MiFID II). See points above.
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